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Designed as an introduction to doing business research, this book acts as a writing it up, and a substantially updated
chapter on internet research methods.

It has also been comprehensively updated to reflect the growing use of the internet as a source of data and
medium for conducting research, and places new emphasis on the student experience of research by relating
the activities of real student researchers back to the research process. The book examines in depth the
distinction between quantitative and qualitative research techniques and how and when they should be used,
and marries theoretical issues with topical case examples from a number of work-related fields such as
management, strategy, and marketing. This edition has been extensively revised, updated, and streamlined.
Try AbeBooks Description A complete introduction to doing business research, Business Research Methods is
the ideal guide for students embarking on a research project. Also hear from Amrit, Jordan, Anna, Ed, and
Alex - an additional five students whose personal insights and advice in the 'student experience' feature help
you avoid common mistakes, and follow their successful strategies when undertaking your own research
project. Language: English. With a new chapter on the nature of business research that explains why an
understanding of research methods is so important to the broader study of business and management, and a
new chapter on sampling in qualitative research, Business Research Methods remains the book of choice to
help you build a full understanding of the subject. Condition: New. Coverage of E-Research is now woven
throughout the entire book to reflect the centrality of internet-based research methods. New author, Bill
Harley, further internationalizes the book's coverage, based on his expertise in the Australian business and
management context. Developed specifically with business and management students in mind, this bestselling
textbook explores the nature and purpose of business research and the issues it entails, while also providing
students with practical advice on carrying out their research. In addition to a broad range of relevant case
studies, the book features a substantial discussion of ethics, a chapter on internet research methods, and a
strong emphasis on practical content such as planning a project and writing it up. It offers an encyclopedic
introduction to the core concepts, methods, and values involved in doing business research, from formulating
research questions, reviewing the literature, and designing a questionnaire, to carrying out data analysis and
presenting research results. Online Resource Centre An interactive research guide, providing guidance and
advice on every aspect of business research Video interviews with research students Questions for review
Self-marking multiple-choice questions for revision Annotated web links to useful articles, reviews, models
and research guides A guide to using Excel in data analysis For lecturers: A lecturer's guide including lecture
outlines, reading lists and teaching activities A suite of customisable PowerPoint slides Figures and tables
from the text. New to this Edition - Brand new chapter on reviewing the literature that introduces the steps
involved in undertaking a critical review to help students get the most out of their reading and build a strong
platform for further research. Business Research Methods is the complete introduction to doing business
research and is an ideal guide for students embarking on a research project. Together with real students and
supervisors, the authors draw on their own extensive experience to give readers tips for success and provide
advice to help them avoid common mistakes. The strengths and weaknesses of each research method are
examined to help students choose an appropriate methodology, and the wider philosophical issues and ethical
controversies that affect business research are discussed to help students make informed research decisions. In
addition to a broad range of relevant examples, the book features a substantial discussion of ethics, and a
strong emphasis on the most frequent challenges faced by students, such as choosing a research question,
planning a project, and writing esh voices and perspectives run throughout this edition. Seller Inventory AOP
Developed specifically with business and management students in mind, this textbook explores the nature and
purpose of business research and the issues it entails, while also providing students with practical advice
through 'Tips and skills' boxes. Brand new Book.


